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10 Personas of a Brainstorm Leader
Facilitating a brainstorming session is
a multi-faceted task, requiring a variety
of sensitivities. The skilled brainstorm
facilitator is more like 10 people than
one, exhibiting a broad spectrum of personalities as needed to get the job done.
As you read the following “persona
checklist,” note which personas are your
strengths and your weaknesses. Then
rate yourself on a scale of 1 to 10 to idenTo arrive at breaktify which areas you need to work on.
tion, ingenuity, and creativity are not
through thinking, you
merely “processes” that can be repli1. Conductor. A skilled facilitator
need to learn the skills
cated by getting everyone to follow the
knows how to orchestrate powerfully
of facilitating braindots drawn by some reductionist-driven creative output from a seemingly “dissostorm sessions and
consultant. For that, something else is
nant” group of people. In the conductor
then acting on ideas.
needed, something that embraces chaos, mode, the facilitator makes sure to
paradox, and discontinuity. The inveninclude everyone, evokes even the subtion of penicillin? A surprise to the
N T O D AY ’ S N A N O - S E C O N D ,
tlest contributions from the least experiinventor. Accidental. The invention of
downsized business world, compaenced member, and offers immediate
Teflon? An experiment gone awry.
nies are demanding that “their people”
feedback to anyone who tends to “get
Often breakthrough moments and
find new and better ways of getting the
lost in their own song.”
ideas are preceded by a breakdown of
job done. In past decades, an efficiency
2. Alchemist. A good facilitator transexpert was called in to increase produc- the existing order. “You can’t get there
mutes lead into gold—or helps people
from here,” could be their motto. Logic
tivity and reduce costs.
“get the lead out.” This talent requires
This service evolved into an “organi- is replaced by alogic, analysis by intuan element of wizardry––the ability to
zational intervention” and was renamed ition, fixed laws by mutable laws.
see without looking, feel without touch“reengineering.” Most company’s
ing, and intuitively know that within
“processes” are sadly misconfigured
each brainstormer lives a hidden genius
and have grown to convoluted proporjust waiting to get out.
tions. Systems often are disconnected
3. Dancer. Light on their feet, brainfrom needs, adding confusion and frusstorm facilitators move gracefully
tration. Undue resources are committed
through the process of sparking ideas.
to working around unfriendly and counAble to go from the “cha cha” to the
terintuitive work processes.
“polka” to the whirling dervish spinning
What reengineering enthusiasts forideas, enlightened facilitators take bold
get is that the “genie/genius” that dristeps when necessary, even when there
ves the company forward is all too often
is no visible ground underfoot. They
excised. The result? “Solutions” become
make the path by walking on it.
overly “systems driven” and do not give
4. Mad scientist. An impassioned
proper due to the “genie”––the collecWould-be innovators, entrepreneurs
experimenter, the brainstorm facilitative intelligence, creativity and brainand change agents need to be weaned
tor––while respecting the realm of ratiopower of people who do the work.
from their addiction to organizational
nal thought––is willing to throw it all
Most quality programs assume that
law and order to allow more discontinu- out the window in the hope of triggering
left-brained, analytical, continuous
ity in their lives. Indeed, honoring the
a “happy accident” or a quantum leap of
improvement tools and techniques are
laws of discontinuity is the most respon- the imagination. Indeed, often these nonsufficient to generate major improvesible thing change agents can do.
linear moments produce the kind of
ments. Root cause analyses, histograms,
How then, does a company introduce breakthrough thinking which logic can
and fishbone diagrams do have a role to “discontinuous improvement” into their only describe, never elicit itself.
play in an effort to operate optimally.
culture? How does a company intention5. Diamond cutter. Recognizing the
Indeed, when predictability, control and ally challenge the status quo, and catprecious gem of imagination (as well as
measures are the key drivers, continualyze breakthrough thinking? How can
the delicacy required to set it free), the
ous improvement tools can be very use- executives make the shift from left-brain skilled brainstorm facilitator is an excelful. However, predictability, control and analytical control to whole-brain thinklent craftsman––focused, precise, dedimeasures are not the only parameters
ing. How can they access the “genie”
cated. Able to get to the heart of the
that guide a company’s success.
that drives the engine? How can they
matter in a single stroke without leaving
Addiction to continuous improveawaken a level of intelligence and colanything or anyone damaged.
ment ignores several principles of the
laboration that enhances their ability to
6. Actor. Brainstorm facilitators are
creative process. Wasn’t the universe
survive and thrive? They need to
“on stage” whether they like it or not.
created out of chaos? Invention, innova- become brainstorm leaders.
All eyes are upon them, as well as poten-
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tial critical reviews. Often, the facilitator’s “audience” will only be moved to
act (perchance to dream) if they believe
the facilitator is completely into his or
her role. If the audience does not suspend this disbelief, the play will close
early, and everyone will wish they were
home watching T.V.
7. Environmentalist. Brainstorm facilitators are recyclers. In their relentless
pursuit of finding value in the imagination, they waste nothing. No thought,
no idea, no inkling of a possibility is
“trashed” without being acknowledged
for some alternative use. To them, there
is no such thing as a bad idea––only
ideas whose usefulness have not yet
been fully explored.
8. Officer of the law. Facilitators
enforce law and order once the group
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gets roaring down the open highway of
the imagination. This is a fine art, for in
this territory, speeding is encouraged, as
is running red lights, jaywalking, and
breaking and entering. Just as thieves
have their code of honor, however, so
too should brainstormers. The facilitator’s task is to keep this code intact,
stating the groundrules up front, and
reinforcing them as the session proceeds.
9. Servant. Some facilitators, intoxicated by the group energy and their
own imagination, use their position to
foist their ideas on others or manipulate
the group into their way of thinking.
Oops! Brainstorm facilitating is a service, not a personal platform. It is supposed to be a selfless act that enables
others to arrive at their own solutions.

10. Stand-up comic. Humor dissolves
boundaries, helps participants get
unstuck, and shifts perspective just
enough to encourage everyone to open
their eyes to new ways of thinking.
Trained facilitators are always on the
lookout for humorous responses.
Humor often signals some of the most
promising ideas. Giggles, guffaws, and
laughable sidetalk frequently indicate a
rich vein of ideas to explore. Humor
also makes the facilitator more “likable”
which makes the group more amenable
to the facilitator’s direction as the sesEE
sion proceeds.
Mitchell Ditkoff is president of IDEA CHAMPIONS; 914-6791066, www.ideachampions.com.
Excellence in action: Try using one or more of these 10 personas when you facilitate breakthrough thinking.
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